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We linearize the neutrino mean-field evolution equations describing the neutrino propagation in a
background of matter and of neutrinos, using techniques from many-body microscopic approaches.
The procedure leads to an eigenvalue equation that allows to identify instabilities in the evolu-
tion, associated with a change of the curvature of the neutrino energy-density surface. Our result
includes all contributions from the neutrino Hamiltonian and is generalizable to linearize the equa-
tions of motion at an arbitrary point of the evolution. We then consider the extended equations
that comprise the normal mean field as well as the abnormal mean field that is associated with
neutrino-antineutrino pairing correlations. We first re-derive the extended neutrino Hamiltonian
and show that such a Hamiltonian can be diagonalized by introducing a generalized Bogoliubov-
Valatin transformation with quasi-particle operators that mix neutrinos and antineutrinos. We give
the eigenvalue equations that determine the energies of the quasi-particles eigenstates. Finally we
derive the eigenvalue equation of the extended equations of motion, valid in the small amplitude
approximation. Our results apply to an arbitrary number of neutrino families.
PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 97.60Bw, 13.15.+g, 24.10.Cn, 26.30.-k, 26.35.+c
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding neutrino flavor conversion in media is fas-
cinating theoretically and crucial for observations. The
history of the solar neutrino deficit problem constitutes
a reference paradigm. Davis’ pioneering observations [1]
and several decades experiments have cumulated detailed
information on solar electron neutrinos. In 1998 Super-
Kamiokande has discovered the property that neutrinos
modify their flavor while traveling [2]. The SNO exper-
iment has measured that the solar total neutrino flux
is consistent with the Standard Solar model predictions,
and established the νe conversion into νµ, ντ [3]. Finally
the reactor experiment KamLAND has identified the
Large Mixing Angle solution of the solar neutrino deficit
problem [4]. The ensemble of these observations establish
that the high energy (8B) electron neutrinos produced in
the sun adiabatically convert into the other active flavors
because of the Mikheev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein effect [5, 6]
(see Ref.[7] for a recent review). This is a mechanism
due to the neutrino interaction with matter, which has
become a reference in our knowledge of how neutrinos
can modify their flavor in media.
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A variety of novel phenomena has been unravelled by
the study of neutrinos in astrophysical and cosmological
environments, as e.g. core-collapse supernovae. In this
context, the inclusion of the neutrino self-interaction has
shown new features such as collective effects (see [8] for a
review), that can be understood in terms of flavor [9] or
gyroscopic pendulum [10], as an MSW-like solution in the
comoving frame [11] or a magnetic resonance [12]. The
presence of (front and reverse) shocks in such explosive
environments engenders multiple MSW resonances (see
[13] for a review). The investigation of the phenomena
occurring is certainly necessary in view of the possible
implications for supernova physics and observations, and
to establish the definite interplay with unknown neutrino
properties, such as the neutrino mass hierarchy [14, 15]
and leptonic CP violation [16, 17]. While numerous as-
pects are understood, a comprehensive understanding of
how neutrinos modify their flavor in these explosive me-
dia requires further investigations.
Recently, the connection is being developed between
formal aspects of the description of neutrino flavor con-
version in media and of other many-body systems like
atomic nuclei and condensed matter. Establishing these
links is certainly fascinating theoretically. Moreover it
can give novel paths to go beyond the currently adopted
description, or test the validity of approximations that
are widely employed. In Ref.[18] the ν-ν Hamiltonian is
reformulated using an algebraic approach. Corrections
2to the commonly used mean-field Hamiltonian are ob-
tained using the path-state integral approach. This alge-
braic approach is pursued in Ref.[19] where the many-
body Hamiltonian (without the neutrino-matter inter-
action term) is put in connection with the Bardeen-
Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory of superconductivity.
A Random-Phase-approximation (RPA) version of the
equations is given. The spectral-split phenomenon due to
the ν-ν interaction is understood as the transition from
the quasi-particle to the particle degrees of freedom, with
the Lagrange multipliers being related to the split energy.
In Ref.[20] the Bogoliubov-Born-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon
(BBGKY) theoretical framework, that is widely used in
the study of many-body systems, is adopted to re-derive
the mean-field equations describing the neutrino propa-
gation in a background of matter and of neutrinos. Be-
sides giving a rigorous derivation of such equations, such
an approach allows to go beyond the mean-field approx-
imation to include contributions from the two-body den-
sity matrix, like neutrino-antineutrino pairing correla-
tions. Note that these contributions have been neglected
so far (see e.g. [40, 41]). However, as demonstrated in
Ref.[20] such corrections already appear at the mean-field
level. Since the equations are non-linear, their impact
on supernova physics and on neutrino flavor conversion
in such environments might be significant, and deserves
investigation. Linearizing evolution equations around a
stationary solution is another general procedure, com-
monly employed in the context of microscopic many-
body approaches. In fact, such methods give eigenvalue
equations that identify the presence of collective modes,
such as giant resonances in atomic nuclei or phonons in
metallic clusters. These are also used to detect instabil-
ities that typically occur when correlations become too
large and induce a change of the energy-density curvature
around the starting point of the linearization procedure.
In the specific context of core-collapse supernova neu-
trinos, demanding numerical calculations are required to
implement realistically the neutrino-neutrino interaction,
or the dynamical features associated with the explosion.
A detailed treatment of the transition between the re-
gion where neutrinos are trapped, and the one where they
start free streaming (the neutrinosphere) will require still
some time, in order to properly take into account neu-
trino rescattering for example [34] or two-body density
matrix contributions, such as ν-ν¯ pairing correlations
[20]. The linearization procedure might bring some in-
sight on these complex cases, without going through full
simulations. In situations encountered in many-body sys-
tems, typically stable collective small amplitude modes
are searched for. In the neutrino context such an ap-
proach appears to be of particular use for the study of
unstable modes. In fact, the presence of flavor instabil-
ities is a characteristic feature of the neutrino evolution
in a medium, such as a core-collapse supernova, where
the non-linear neutrino self-interaction is important. In
Ref.[10] it has been pointed out that the bipolar oscilla-
tions in the single-angle approximation is associated with
an instability triggered by the presence of the vacuum
mixings. Using the matter basis within two-neutrino fla-
vors, Ref.[42] has given an analytical condition to identify
the occurrence of such an instability. Such a condition is
consistent with the one derived heuristically in Ref.[33].
Multi-angle instabilities are investigated in Ref.[32]. Be-
sides, [32] has first pointed out the use of linearization
methods to investigate such instabilities. Ref.[35] has
given an eigenvalue equation (for two-flavors) and stud-
ied numerically their appearance, both in the simplified
(single-angle) angular treatment of the neutrino-neutrino
interaction term, and in sophisticated multi-angle calcu-
lations. Schematic (box-like) neutrino fluxes typical of
the supernova case are used. A linearized flavor stability
analysis is performed in [36, 37] in realistic cases, i.e. in
order to study the suppression of collective effects during
the accretion phase of various iron-core collapse super-
nova progenitors. Ref.[38] has used the same method to
show the presence of spurious instabilities when the num-
ber of angular bins used in multi-angle calculations is not
large enough. The presence of azimuthal angle instabili-
ties is identified in Ref.[39].
The present work is based on the extended neutrino
evolution equations, including neutrino-antineutrino
pairing correlations, derived in Ref.[20] using the
BBGKY hierarchy. We first apply a linearization method
known in the context of many-body approaches to the
neutrino evolution equations. We derive a general eigen-
value equation that implements the vacuum, the mat-
ter and the neutrino-neutrino interaction terms of the
Hamiltonian. We introduce the stability matrix associ-
ated with the neutrino energy density surface. Then,
we consider the extended evolution equations containing
contributions from the abnormal mean field associated
with neutrino-antineutrino pairing correlations. As for
Ref.[20] here we focus on the formal aspects while simu-
lations including such terms are beyond the scope of the
present work. Two aspects of the case with ν-ν¯ pairing
are studied: the static solution of the generalized Hamil-
tonian including pairing correlations and a linearization
of the corresponding evolution equations. For the first,
a re-derivation of the Hamiltonian with νν¯ correlations
3is given in the mean-field approximation. Using a gen-
eralized Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation that mixes
neutrinos and their CP -conjugates, we demonstrate that
the eigenstates of the system described by the general-
ized Hamiltonian are independent quasi-particle states.
The eigenvalue equation to determine the eigen-energies
of the ground- and of the excited quasi-particle states is
also given. Finally we present the linearized version of
the extended equations of motion obtained in [20], which
can be used to study both stable and unstable small am-
plitude collective modes due to ν-ν¯ pairing.
The manuscript is organised as follows. In Section I we
introduce the theoretical framework and present the ex-
tended mean-field neutrino evolution equations describ-
ing neutrino propagation in an environment. These in-
clude the neutrino mixings, the neutrino interaction with
matter, with neutrinos and neutrino-antineutrino corre-
lations. In Section II we present our linearization pro-
cedure. We apply it to the case where only the normal
mean field is included to obtain the eigenvalue equations
and the stability matrix. Section III focuses on the static
case of the extended Hamiltonian, its diagonalization is
performed by introducing quasi-particle states and the
equations to determine the eigen-energies are derived.
Section IV presents the linearized version of the extended
evolution equations. A discussion and our conclusions are
contained in Section V.
II. NEUTRINO MEAN-FIELD EVOLUTION
EQUATIONS IN MEDIA WITH ν-ν¯ PAIRING
Having in mind astrophysical and cosmological applica-
tions, we consider a system of neutrinos and antineutri-
nos propagating in a medium composed of matter, neutri-
nos and antineutrinos. The corresponding Hamiltonian
in the flavor basis is
Hf = UHvacU
† +Hint (1)
where the vacuum term is Hvac = diag(Emi) with
eigenenergies Emi for the propagation eigenstates with
mass mi (i = 1, 2, 3). The second term Hint corresponds
to the interaction between a neutrino and any other par-
ticle of the background. The unitary matrix U is the
Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix [21]
that relates the interaction (flavor) to the propagation
(mass) basis through |να〉 =
∑
i U
∗
αi|νi〉. In three flavors,
such a matrix depends upon three measured mixing an-
gles, one Dirac and two Majorana unknown phases [23].
Within a density matrix formalism, the information on
the flavor evolution is encoded in the density matrix that
reads, for three flavors,
ρν =


〈a†να,iaνα,i〉 〈a
†
νβ ,j
aνα,i〉 〈a†νγ ,kaνα,i〉
〈a†να,iaνβ ,j〉 〈a
†
νβ ,j
aνβ ,j〉 〈a†νγ ,kaνβ ,j〉
〈a†να,iaνγ ,k〉 〈a
†
νβ ,j
aνγ ,k〉 〈a†νγ ,kaνγ ,k〉

 . (2)
The aνα,i and a
†
να,i
are the annihilation and the creation
operators for a neutrino of flavor α in the quantum state
identified by the single-particle label i, that indicates for
example momentum ~p, or helicity h. The expectation
values in Eq.(2) are performed over the full many-body
density matrix which, in general, can be associated to
pure or to mixed states. The diagonal elements of ρν
correspond to the neutrino occupation numbers, with
Nνα =
∑
i〈a†να,iaνα,i〉 being the total occupation num-
ber for a neutrino of α flavor. The off-diagonal (or de-
coherent) terms encode the neutrino mixings. Note that
a ”matrix of densities” generalizing the usual occupa-
tion numbers is commonly used in the literature (see e.g.
[30, 40]). The density matrix ρν is easily extended to an
arbitrary number of families, to account for the presence
of both sterile and active neutrinos. A definition analo-
gous to (2) is introduced for antineutrinos, whose explicit
expression is
ρ¯ν =


〈b†να,ibνα,i〉 〈b
†
νβ ,j
bνα,i〉 〈b†νγ ,kbνα,i〉
〈b†να,ibνβ ,j〉 〈b†νβ,jbνβ ,j〉 〈b
†
νγ ,k
bνβ ,j〉
〈b†να,ibνγ ,k〉 〈b
†
νβ ,j
bνγ ,k〉 〈b†νγ ,kbνγ ,k〉

 . (3)
where b and b† the annihilation and creation operators
for antineutrinos. The creation and annihilation parti-
cle and antiparticle operators satisfy the usual canonical
commutation rules1
{a(~p, h), a†(~p ′, h′)} = (2π)32Epδ3(~p− ~p ′)δhh′ (4)
and similarly for the antiparticle operators. All other
anticommutators vanish. The single-particle states asso-
ciated with neutrino mass eigenstates are
|m〉 = a†m|〉 |m〉 = b†m|〉 (5)
with |〉 being the vacuum state defined by am|〉 = 0 and
bm|〉 = 0.
1 Note that for relativistic neutrinos an approximate Fock space
can be built (see [22] for a discussion).
4In Ref.[20] we have derived extended mean-field equa-
tions to describe a neutrino, or an antineutrino, evolving
in a matter and in a(n) (anti)neutrino background using
the BBGKY hierarchy [24–27]. This corresponds to an
(unclosed) set of coupled first-order integro-differential
equations for the reduced density matrices, which is
equivalent to determining the exact evolution of the full
many-body density matrix. Note that while BBGKY
is often formulated in the density matrix formalism, it
is formally equivalent to an (infinite) hierarchy of equa-
tions for the n-point Green functions in the equal-time
limit. Such a hierarchy gives a framework to re-derive the
usually employed mean-field and Boltzmann approxima-
tions, but also to go beyond them in a consistent way. In
particular, if one includes neutrino-antineutrino pairing
correlations, one arrives at extended mean-field equations
that can be cast in a compact matrix form (see [20] for
the details of the derivation). In the flavor basis these
read
iR˙ = [H,R], (6)
with R the generalized density:
R =
(
ρ κ
κ† 1− ρ¯∗
)
. (7)
R depends on the normal densities ρ for ν Eq. (2) and ρ¯
for ν¯, on the abnormal density:
κν =

 〈bνα,iaνα,i〉 〈bνβ ,jaνα,i〉 〈bνγ ,kaνα,i〉〈bνα,iaνβ ,j〉 〈bνβ,jaνβ ,j〉 〈bνγ ,kaνβ ,j〉
〈bνα,iaνγ ,k〉 〈bνβ ,jaνγ ,k〉 〈bνγ ,kaνγ ,k〉

 , (8)
as well as on its complex conjugate
κ∗ν =


〈a†να,ib
†
να,i
〉 〈a†νβ ,jb
†
να,i
〉 〈a†νγ ,kb
†
να,i
〉
〈a†να,ib
†
νβ ,j
〉 〈a†νβ ,jb
†
νβ ,j
〉 〈a†νγ ,kb
†
νβ ,j
〉
〈a†να,ib
†
νγ ,k
〉 〈a†νβ ,jb
†
νγ ,k
〉 〈a†νγ ,kb
†
νγ ,k
〉

 . (9)
These encode the ν-ν¯ pairing correlations. The general-
ized Hamiltonian H in Eq.(6) is given by
H =
(
h ∆
∆† −h¯∗
)
. (10)
It comprises the mean-field Hamiltonian h for neutrinos,
h¯ for antineutrinos as well as the abnormal (or pairing)
mean field ∆. Its general expression is
∆ik =
∑
jl
v(ik,jl)κjl. (11)
Its complex conjugate ∆∗ depends on κ∗jl and involves a
sum over the initial single-particle states, instead of over
the final single-particle states. The quantity :
v(im,jn) = 〈im|Hint|jn〉 (12)
are the matrix elements associated with the interaction
Hint Eq.(1) which involve jn and im single-particle states
Eq.(5) associated with the incoming and outgoing parti-
cles. Therefore from Eqs.(6-9) one can see that to de-
termine the evolution of the system, within the extended
mean field, one has to identify the solution of a coupled
system of equations for ρν , for ρ¯ν and for their two-body
correlators κν and κ
∗
ν . The explicit expression of the pair-
ing mean fields ∆ and ∆∗ depend on the assumptions of
homogeneity and isotropy made on the background. In
particular, if homogeneity is assumed, κ involves pairs of
neutrinos and antineutrinos with opposite momentum, as
discussed in [20]. In the present manuscript we will only
need the general expressions of the pairing mean fields
(the explicit expression in cartesian or polar coordinates
can be found in [20]).
In absence of ν-ν¯ pairing, Eqs.(6) reduce to the mean-
field evolution equation:
iρ˙ = [h(ρ), ρ] (13)
with the normal mean field acting on a neutrino given by
h(ρ) = UHmU
† +Hmat (14)
+
√
2GF
∑
α
∫
d3~p
(2π)3
(ρα,p − ρ¯∗α,p)
(
1− ~ˆp · ~ˆk
)
.
The term accounting for neutrino interaction with matter
is Hmat = diag(
√
2GFne, 0, 0), with GF being the Fermi
coupling constant and ne the electron number density.
The α refers to a neutrino that is initially born in the α
flavor since one has to sum over all the flavors present in
the background. In deriving Eq.(14) the electron back-
ground is assumed homogenous and isotropic, while the
(anti)neutrino background, homogenous and anisotropic.
The anisotropy introduces the angular term depending
on ~ˆp · ~ˆk defined as
~ˆp · ~ˆk = ~p ·
~k
|~p| · |~k|
. (15)
In case an antineutrino is traveling instead of a neu-
trino, an equation analogous to Eq.(13) holds
i ˙¯ρ = [h¯(ρ¯), ρ¯] (16)
5with the corresponding normal mean field2 given by
h¯(ρ¯) = U∗HmU
T −Hmat (17)
−
√
2GF
∑
α
∫
d3~p
(2π)3
(ρ∗α,p − ρ¯α,p)
(
1− ~ˆp · ~ˆk
)
.
In case of an isotropic background, the contribution to
the integral coming from the momentum scalar products
~ˆp · ~ˆk vanishes. In this case only the contribution coming
from the density matrices remains, giving a term analo-
gous to Hmat, but with the (anti)neutrino number den-
sities replacing the electron one. The derivation of the
mean-field equations (13-17) can be found in [20], and in
[18, 28, 40] (using different methods).
In component form, the extended equations (6-10) in
presence of νν¯ pairing are

iρ˙ij(1) = [h(1), ρ(1)]ij +
∑
m(∆imκ
∗
jm − κim∆∗jm)
i ˙¯ρkl(2) = [h¯(2), ρ¯(2)]kl +
∑
m(∆mkκ
∗
ml − κmk∆∗ml)
iκ˙ik =
∑
m(him(1)κmk + hkm(2)κim) + ∆ik−∑m(ρim(1)∆mk + ρ¯km(2)∆im)
,
(18)
where here the indices i, j stand for να, νβ ; k, l for ν¯α, ν¯β
with α, β that vary over the different electron, muon and
tau flavor states. For the sake of clarity, Eqs.(18) we
have introduced an explicit dependence of the quantities
on particles of type 1 corresponding to neutrinos, and
on particles of type 2 referring to antineutrinos since κ
correlates the two kind of particles.
III. LINEARIZATION PROCEDURE AND ITS
APPLICATION TO THE MEAN-FIELD
EQUATIONS
Theoretical and phenomenological studies of neutrino fla-
vor conversion in astrophysical environments typically
solve Eqs.(13)-(17) in either schematic models, or real-
istic cases with the goal of underpinning the physical
mechanisms and/or making reliable predictions for su-
pernova observables. Linearizing the equations of motion
is a standard procedure in the study of the many-body
systems and leads to microscopic approaches known as
the Random-Phase-Approximation (RPA), or the Quasi-
Particle Random-Phase-Approximation (QRPA) [29, 43].
2 Note that, our definition is ρ¯ = 〈b†να,ibνα,i〉 (see Eq.(3)), so that
antineutrinos do not transform the same way as neutrinos under
U .
Here we first describe such a method and then apply it
to the neutrino case when the mean-field approximation
is made.
A. Linearization procedure
Let us consider a system described by a mean-field Hamil-
tonian h and a one-body density matrix ρ. In the mean-
field approximation the evolution equation is
iρ˙ = [h(ρ), ρ]. (19)
Let us consider the case that the system is in a stationary
solution at a given time t0 ρ
0 = ρ(t = t0), then
[h0, ρ0] = 0 (20)
where h0 = h(ρ0). This implies that there is a basis in
which both ρ0 and the mean-field Hamiltonian h0 are
diagonal. Note that the energy variation in this basis is
such that δE = E(ρ0+δρ)−E(ρ0) = 0, with E = tr(hρ).
Therefore Eq.(20) identifies the stationary solution that
minimizes the energy of the system.
We now consider a small variation δρ(t) of the density
around ρ0:
δρ = ρ0 + δρ(t) = ρ
0 + ρ′e−iωt + ρ′†eiω
∗t. (21)
In the specific case where the initial state is a pure state,
i.e. ρ2 = ρ it is easy to show that such a variation δρ can
only have nonzero contributions if ρ′im = 〈a†mai〉3 where
m and i are unoccupied and occupied single-particle
states respectively. This is for example a good approxi-
mation for the case for atomic nuclei whose ground states
are well described by Slater determinants where the nu-
cleons build up a Fermi sea of occupied single-particle
states. In the case of mixed states as for neutrinos pro-
duced in dense stellar regions one can associate δρ with
the decoherent off-diagonal contributions that are present
because of the mixings. Physically speaking, the ω fre-
quency in Eq.(21) represents the frequencies of the small
amplitude excitation modes of the system around ρ0.
Usually, one introduces an external field F (t) that
drives the system out of the equilibrium solution ρ0 and
3 In the context of many-body approaches, these contributions are
usually referred to as of particle-hole type, ρph[29]. The basis
diagonalizing the mean field h is usually called the Hartree-Fock
basis.
6induces small amplitude variations around such a solu-
tion (see e.g. [29]). For our cases of interest, we make the
hypothesis that at t = t0 the density matrix is ”station-
ary” to a good approximation if the time-dependence of
Hamiltonian is weak so that the system stays in such a
solution for some time. Then the time-dependence of the
Hamiltonian drives the system out of equilibrium4. In
order to study the behaviour of the system in this small
amplitude approximation, one can linearize the neutrino
evolution equations (19) around the solution ρ0 satisfying
Eq.(20). The development of the mean-field Hamiltonian
around this solution gives
h(ρ) = h0 +
δh
δρ
∣∣∣
ρ0
δρ+ . . . (22)
Implementing the small amplitude variation Eq.(21) and
retaining only the lowest order contributions, one gets
ωρ′e−iωt − ω∗ρ′∗eiω∗t = [h0, ρ0 + δρ] (23)
+
[
δh
δρ
δρ, ρ0
]
.
From Eq.(20) one obtains for the first commutator on the
r.h.s. of Eq.(23)
[h0, δρ]ij = (k˜i − k˜j)δρij , (24)
where k˜i are the energy eigenvalues associated with the
single-particle states that diagonalize the Hamiltonian
h0. The second commutator on the r.h.s. of Eq.(23)
gives [
δh
δρ
δρ, ρ0
]
ij
=
∑
k
(
δh
δρ
∣∣∣
ρ0
δρ
)
ik
ρ0kjδkj (25)
− ρ0ikδik
(
δh
δρ
∣∣∣
ρ0
δρ
)
kj
,
where we have used the fact that we are in the basis in
which ρ has only nonzero diagonal elements.
By introducing Eqs.(20) and (24-25) in (23) a general
eigenvalue equation is obtained, valid in the small ampli-
tude approximation [29] :
ωρ′ij =
∑
kl
[
(k˜k − k˜l)δkiδjlρ′kl + (ρ0j − ρ0i )
δhij
δρ′kl
∣∣∣
ρ0
ρ′kl
]
.
(26)
4 As we we will discuss an example of this kind is given by the
transition between the synchronization and the bipolar regimes
produced by the neutrino-neutrino interaction in the context of
core-collapse supernovae (see e.g. [9, 10, 42]).
A similar equation holds for ω∗ρ′∗ij , instead of ωρ
′
ij .
To gather further insight in the behaviour of a system
around a stationary solution of the Hamiltonian, one can
also consider developing the energy density of the system
in the small amplitude approximation
E[ρ] = E[ρ0] +
δE
δρ
∣∣∣
ρ0
δρ+
δ2E
δρ2
∣∣∣
ρ0
δρ2 + . . . (27)
where for the stationarity one has δE/δρ|ρ0 = 0. The
second derivative of the energy density defines the the
energy-density curvature around ρ0. One can show that
such a term can be associated to a stability matrix that
is positive definite in presence of stable small amplitude
modes5. The presence of complex eigenvalues of the sta-
bility matrix signals a change in the curvature in presence
of an instability [29]. Therefore, in order to identify small
amplitude modes of the system requires solving the eigen-
value equations (26) obtained by linearizing the equations
of motion or, equivalently, identify the eigenvalues of the
stability matrix. Under some extra assumptions on the
density matrix variations, that depend on the specific
system under consideration, one can also construct the
stability matrix directly from Eq.(27). The latter proce-
dure is for example of use in the case of atomic nuclei
where δρ, as ρ, keeps being a projector on the single-
particle occupied states6. In the following we will use
the linearization procedure described above. In the ap-
plication to the mean-field case we will also identify the
stability matrix.
B. General linearized eigenvalue equations for
neutrinos in media
We now apply the procedure just described to our system
of neutrinos and antineutrinos propagating in a medium.
As seen from Eqs.(13-17), the mean fields h and h¯ are a
function of the two density matrices ρ and ρ¯. At t = t0
one has
h0 = h(ρ0, ρ¯0), (28)
and
h¯0 = h¯(ρ0, ρ¯0). (29)
5 Note that this argument can be generalized to a multi-variable
energy density by considering its Hessian.
6 In other words, ρ is associated to a Slater determinant.
7Therefore relations (22-26) have to be generalized to in-
clude the particle and antiparticle degrees of freedom. In
particular, one has the following variations
δh =
δh(ρ, ρ¯)
δρ
∣∣∣
(ρ0,ρ¯0)
δρ+
δh(ρ, ρ¯)
δρ¯
∣∣∣
(ρ0,ρ¯0)
δρ¯ (30)
δh¯ =
δh¯(ρ, ρ¯)
δρ
∣∣∣
(ρ0,ρ¯0)
δρ+
δh¯(ρ, ρ¯)
δρ¯
∣∣∣
(ρ0,ρ¯0)
δρ¯. (31)
This adds an extra commutator to Eq.(23) (similarly in
the linearized equations for antineutrinos). For our sys-
tem of neutrinos and antineutrinos, from Eq.(26) two
coupled eigenvalue equations are derived7
ωρ′ij =
∑
kl
[
(k˜k − k˜l)δkiδjlρ′kl (32)
+ (ρ0j − ρ0i )
(δhij
δρ′kl
∣∣∣
(ρ0,ρ¯0)
ρ′kl +
δhij
δρ¯′kl
∣∣∣
(ρ0,ρ¯0)
ρ¯′kl
)]
ωρ¯′ij =
∑
kl
[
(˜¯kl − ˜¯kk)δkjδilρ¯′kl
+ (ρ¯0j − ρ¯0i )
(δh¯ij
δρ¯′kl
∣∣∣
(ρ0,ρ¯0)
ρ¯′kl +
δh¯ij
δρ′kl
∣∣∣
(ρ0,ρ¯0)
ρ′kl
)]
.
Similar equations hold for ω∗ρ′∗ij and ω
∗ρ¯′∗ij .
Eq.(32) can be cast in a compact matrix form :(
A B
B¯ A¯
)(
ρ′
ρ¯′
)
= ω
(
ρ′
ρ¯′
)
, (33)
with
Aij,kl = k˜i − k˜j + (ρ0j − ρ0i )
δhij
δρkl
∣∣∣
(ρ0,ρ¯0)
Bij,kl = (ρ
0
j − ρ0i )
δhij
δρ¯′kl
∣∣∣
(ρ0,ρ¯0)
A¯ij,kl = (
˜¯kj − ˜¯ki) + (ρ¯0i − ρ¯0j)
δh¯ji
δρ¯′kl
∣∣∣
(ρ0,ρ¯0)
B¯ij,kl = (ρ¯
0
i − ρ¯0j)
δh¯ji
δρ′kl
∣∣∣
(ρ0,ρ¯0)
.
(34)
7 Equation (26) written for particle-hole (ρph) and hole-particle
(ρhp) contributions gives the RPA equations. In this case the
derivatives of h with respect to δρ have two contributions and
give rise to the so called ph-ph interaction terms [29].
Note that the matrix form (33) involve the components
ρ′ij and ρ¯
′
ji. For each solution of Eqs.(34) (ρ
∗, ρ¯∗) are
also a solution of the eigenvalue equations corresponding
to ω∗. The matrix appearing on l .h.s . of Eq.(33) is the
stability matrix:
S =
(
A B
B¯ A¯
)
. (35)
While the results just derived are valid for any system
of neutrinos and antineutrinos described by a mean-field
equation, we now make them specific to the case of core-
collapse supernova neutrinos with the mean field given
by Eqs.(13-17). Let us take as initial time the neutri-
nosphere where neutrinos start free-streaming. In this
region, the large matter density suppresses the neutrino
mixing angles, so that the flavor and matter basis prac-
tically coincide. In such a basis the density matrices
ρ0 Eq.(2) and ρ¯0 Eq.(3) as well as the corresponding
mean-field hamiltonians h0 Eq.(14) and h¯0 Eq.(17) are
diagonal. Therefore Eq.(20) is satisfied. This is our ini-
tial ”stationary” (ρ0, ρ¯0) solution, until the Hamiltonian
time-dependence drives the system out of equilibrium. At
this point of the evolution the density matrix off-diagonal
elements become nonzero. They are the small ampli-
tude deviations ρ′ and ρ¯′ (ρ′ij and ρ¯
′
ij in components) of
Eq.(21). These satisfy Eqs.(32-34) if the system has a
small amplitude collective motion, or undergoes an in-
stability. In this context one can assign to the quanti-
ties k˜k − k˜l the difference between the neutrino matter8
eigenvalues at t0 that are obtained by diagonalizing the
mean-field Hamiltonian Eqs.(14) and (17)
h˜ = U †hU = diag(k˜i)
˜¯h = U †h¯U = diag(˜¯ki) (36)
where the tilde here indicates that we are in the ’matter’
basis. As for the derivatives of h and h¯, these can be
obtained from the general expression for the mean field
which is [20]
Γij =
∑
kl
v(ik,jl)ρlk. (37)
The explicit calculation of the matrix elements v(ik,jl)
Eq.(12) associated with neutrino interaction with matter
8 Note that here we employ the terminology ”matter” eigenvalues
although they are obtained through the diagonalization of the
Hamiltonian including mixings, neutrino interaction with matter
and neutrino self-interaction.
8and neutrinos, gives the mean fields Γij shown in Eqs.(13)
and (17) (see [20] for details). One gets for a given set
of single-particle quantum labels ij the derivatives with
respect to kl with k > l and k¯ l¯ with k¯ > l¯
δhij
δρ′kl
= vνν(il,jk)
δhij
δρ¯′lk
= vνν¯(ik¯,jl¯) (38)
with k¯ (l¯) referring here to the single-particle states for
an incoming (outoing) antineutrino and an explicit de-
pendence of the matrix elements on the interacting par-
ticles is introduced for clarity. Note also that there is no
contribution from the derivatives
δhij
δρ′lk
=
δhij
δρ¯′kl
= 0 (39)
with respect to δρ′lk and to δρ¯
′
kl (k > l). Therefore, while
the neutrino Hamiltonian receives contributions from the
vacuum, the matter and the neutrino-neutrino terms, the
mean-field derivatives with respect to variations of the
density matrix receive no contribution from the vacuum
and the matter terms that are density-independent. By
implementing expressions (38-39) in Eq.(32) one finally
finds the eigenvalue equations in the small amplitude ap-
proximation9
ωρ′ij =
∑
k<l
{(k˜k − k˜l)δkiδjlρ′kl (40)
+ (ρ0j − ρ0i )
[
vνν(il,jk)ρ
′
kl + v
νν¯
(ik,jl)ρ¯
′
lk
]
}
ωρ¯′ij =
∑
k<l
{(˜¯kl − ˜¯kk)δkjδilρ¯′lk
+ (ρ¯0j − ρ¯0i )
[
vν¯ν(il,jk)ρ
′
lk + v
ν¯ν¯
(il,jk)ρ¯
′
kl
]
}.
Again, equations equivalent to (40) hold for ω∗ρ′∗ij and
ω∗ρ¯′∗ij . Their solution determines the frequencies of the
collective modes of our system around the ”stationary”
solution. Note that such frequencies differ from the
9 In the study of atomic nuclei, this eigenvalue equation is known
as the Random-Phase-Approximation (RPA). The analogue of
the neutrino single-particle energy differences, k˜k − k˜l, are the
particle-hole excitation energies; while the two-body matrix el-
ements are calculated using nuclear effective interactions. As is
well established, the inclusion of this two-body residual interac-
tion is necessary to reproduce the measured excitation energies
of the collective modes of atomic nuclei, known as the Giant
Resonances.
single-particle energy differences, which are k˜k − k˜l for
neutrinos and ˜¯kk − ˜¯kl for antineutrinos, by an amount
that depends upon the two-body interaction matrix ele-
ments. In particular, the presence of complex frequencies
indicates that the system has become unstable. The set
of equations (32-34) and (40) is our most general result of
applying the linearization procedure to the ν mean-field
equations in media.
We would like to emphasize the generality of the lin-
earized equations we have derived. First, in our formula-
tion we have not fixed the number of neutrinos, so that
our equations can be used to study instabilities for an
arbitrary number of families. This requires the use of
the corresponding density matrix expression equivalent
to Eqs.(2) and (3) for a number of N neutrinos instead
of three. Second, Eqs.(33) or (40) can be used to in-
vestigate the occurence as well as the precise location
of flavor instabilities since all the contributions of the
neutrino Hamiltonian have been retained in our deriva-
tion. Third, while in our considerations t0 has been taken
to be the initial time at the neutrinosphere, the proce-
dure employed here can be used to linearize the neutrino
equations of motion at any time of the evolution in a
core-collapse supernova. To this aim, in Eqs.(22-26) one
should take as the density matrix at the starting point
the one in the ’matter’ basis. Note that Ref.[42] has
investigated the effects of the neutrino self-interaction in
supernovae in such a basis. By definition, this is the basis
that instantaneously diagonalizes the neutrino Hamilto-
nian, so that the stationary condition Eq.(20) is satis-
fied. In the small amplitude approximation, ρ′ij are the
off-diagonal elements of the density matrix in such a ba-
sis. The eigenvalues k˜k − k˜l are then the matter eigen-
values evaluated at the given t0. Therefore, eigenvalue
equations of the same type as Eq.(32) can be derived to
establish the presence of an instability at any time of the
neutrino evolution. Finally, the problem of solving the
linearized equations (32)-(34) can be replaced by the de-
termination of the eigenvalues of the stability matrix S
(35). While such a matrix remains positive definite for
collective stable modes, its eigenvalues become complex
in presence of instabilities.
C. Eigenvalue equations in explicit form
The linearized equations are here written in a more ex-
plicit form for the case of neutrinos in a core-collapse
supernova. To this aim the expressions of the matrix
elements v(il,jk) are needed corresponding to different
9scattering processes due to the (anti)neutrino charged-
and neutral-current interaction with electrons, protons,
neutrons and (anti)neutrinos of all flavors. The detailed
derivation of the relevant matrix elements can be found
in [20]. One can associate to the particle that is prop-
agating for example the incoming and outgoing single-
particle states ij and to the particle of the background
kl. Since only forward scattering is considered, ij and kl
correspond to states with same momentum and helicity.
Under these assumptions one gets for Eq.(12)
v(il,jk) =
(
1− ~ˆp · ~ˆk
)
, (41)
with ~ˆp and ~ˆk the momenta of the background and of
the propagating particle, respectively. For three flavors,
in the flavor basis Eqs.(40) give the following eigenvalue
equations10
ωρ
νανβ
~k
= (k˜να,~k − k˜νβ ,~k)ρ
νανβ
~k
+
√
2GF (ρ
νβνβ
~k
− ρνανα~k )
×
∑
α
∫
d3~p
(2π)3
(1− ~ˆk · ~ˆp)(ρνανβα,~p − ρ¯
∗νανβ
α,~p ),
(42)
concerning the off-diagonal elements of the density ma-
trix Eq.(2), with α 6= β and α, β = e, µ, τ . The quantity
ρ
νβνβ
~k
− ρνανα~k is the difference of the diagonal matrix
elements of the density matrix. Equation (42) is associ-
ated with a given initial condition for ρ, ρνα . Analogous
equations are valid for the ρ
∗νανβ
~k
with eigenfrequencies
ω∗, as well as for the antineutrino counterparts ρ¯
νανβ
~k
and
ρ¯
∗νανβ
~k
.
In order to present our results in a more explicit form,
we consider as an example the ”bulb model” for the neu-
trino emission at the neutrinosphere [8]. In this model
one assumes both the spherical and the cylindrical sym-
metries (see Figure 1). The neutrinosphere corresponds
to a sharp sphere of radius R. A neutrino or antineu-
trino flavor content at a given radius r within a core-
collapse supernova depends on its energy k, on r and on
the point of emission at the neutrinosphere. The latter
can be characterized e.g. by the variable θ ∈ [0, θmax]
with θmax = arcsin(R/r) (see [8]). All neutrinos born
10 Note that, to avoid confusing notations, from now we will denote
the off-diagonal elements of the density matrices Eqs.(2) and (3)
as ρ
νανβ
~k
instead of ρ
νανβ ,
~k
.
θ
θ0
R
r z
~v
O
FIG. 1. Schematic picture of a neutrino propagating from the
neutrinosphere, interacting with a neutrino from the back-
ground at a distance r in a core-collapse supernova. The
neutrinosphere is assumed to be a sharp sphere of radius R.
The neutrino emission point is characterised by the variable
θ. The ”bulb” model assumes both cylindrical and spherical
symmetries. In such a model all neutrinos with α flavor, with
same energy k and θ undergo the same flavor history.
with a flavor να with same k and u have the same evolu-
tion up to the distance r. Let us write Eqs.(42) for the
case of three-flavors within the ”bulb” model. We intro-
duce the velocity vector ~v with |~v| = 1 to describe the
motion of a (anti)neutrino with trajectory angle θ with
respect to the symmetry axis, v = cosθ. The correspond-
ing equation of motion Eq.(13) is
i
dρ
dr
=
1
v
[h(ρ), ρ] (43)
with Eq.(14) now being
h(ρ) = UHmU
† +Hmat +
√
2GF (44)
×
∑
α
∫
p2dpdv′
(2π)2
(ρα,p,v′ − ρ¯∗α,p,v′) (1− v · v′) ,
(45)
where v′ refers to the background particle; and similarly
for Eqs.(16-17). With these assumptions the eigenvalue
10
equations (42) become at the single particle level11
ωρβ
′β
α′,~k
= (k˜β′,~k − k˜β,~k)ρβ
′β
α′,~k
+
√
2GF
2πR2
(ρβ
′β′
α,~k
− ρββ
α,~k
)
∑
α
∫
dpdv′
× (1
v
− v′)
[
ρβ
′β
α,~pfFD(p)
Lα
〈Eα〉 − ρ¯
∗β′β
α,~p f¯FD(p)
Lα¯
〈Eα¯〉
]
,
(46)
and similarly for antineutrinos. The quantities Lα are the
flux of neutrinos produced in the α flavor at the neutri-
nosphere and 〈Eα〉 is the corresponding average neutrino
energy. The functions fFD, f¯FD are Fermi-Dirac dis-
tributions for neutrinos and antineutrinos respectively,
depending on the two parameters (Tν , ην)
fFD(p) ≡ 1
F2(ην)T 3ν
p2
e(p/Tν−ην) + 1
(47)
where Tν and ην . The functions Fk(ην) are
Fk(ην) ≡
∫ ∞
0
xkdx
e(x−η) + 1
(48)
By considering a discretized version of the integral in
equations (46), with respect to energy p and to v, the
eigenvalue equations for neutrinos and antineutrinos can
be cast together in the matrix form Eq.(33)
ω

 ρ
β′β
α′ (
~k)
ρ¯∗β
′β
α′ (
~k)

 =

 A
β′β
α′α(
~k, ~p) Bβ
′β
α′α(
~k, ~p)
B¯β
′β
α′α(
~k, ~p) A¯β
′β
α′α(
~k, ~p)



 ρβ
′β
α (~p)
ρ¯∗β
′β
α (~p)


(49)
where each element of the vectors is to be understood as
a vector of dimension equal to n˜ = N × np × nv with
N,np, nv the number of neutrino families, neutrino en-
ergies and angles; while each element of the matrix is
to be understood as a matrix of dimension n˜ × n˜. The
11 Note that for the sake of clarity here we simplify the notation
and replace νβ′νβ with β
′β.
corresponding components are
A(α′β′~k;αβ~p) = (k˜β′,~k − k˜β,~k)δα′αδ~k~pδβ′β + (ραα − ρα
′α′)
(50)
µD(v, v′)fFD(p)
Lα
〈Eα〉∆p∆v
′
B(α′β′~k;αβ~p) = −(ραα − ρα
′α′)µD(v, v′)f¯FD(p)
Lα¯
〈Eα¯〉∆p∆v
′
B¯(α′β′~k;αβ~p) = −(ρ¯αα − ρ¯α
′α′)µD(v, v′)fFD(p)
Lα
〈Eα〉∆p∆v
′
A¯(α′β′~k;αβ~p) = (
˜¯kβ′,~k − ˜¯kβ,~k)δα′αδ~k~pδβ′β
+ (ρ¯αα − ρ¯α′α′)µD(v, v′)f¯FD(p)
Lα¯
〈Eα¯〉∆p∆v
′
with ∆p∆v′ being the energy and angular steps, while
the coefficient µ is
µ =
√
2GF
2πR2
(51)
and the angular term is
D(v, v′) =
(
1
v
− v′
)
(52)
Equations (49) and (50) identify the stability matrix (35).
In Ref.[35] a different linearization procedure is applied
to the neutrino mean-field equations in supernovae. The
eigenvalue equation derived within the two-flavor frame-
work is used to investigate the occurence of instabilities.
Note that the result in [35] cannot be employed to iden-
tify the instability precise location since the eigenvalue
equations are obtained, in particular, by neglecting the
neutrino mixings and getting rid of the matter term by
going to the comoving frame. In fact, it has been shown
that instabilities are triggered because of the presence
of mixings in the single-angle case [10, 42] as well as in
multiangle calculations [33]. If we make the same approx-
imations12 as those done Ref.[35], our Eqs.(42) for two
flavors reduce to the eigenvalue equation (33) of Ref.[35].
12 Note that the derivation in Ref.[35] also used a large r limit of
the Hamiltonian besides the assumptions already mentioned.
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IV. CASE WITH NEUTRINO-ANTINEUTRINO
PAIRING CORRELATIONS
One of our goals is to apply the procedure described in
Section III.A to linearize the extended neutrino equations
of motion, that include the neutrino-antineutrino corre-
lations Eqs.(18), around a ”stationary” solution. Before
doing that we focus on the extended Hamiltonian and
its diagonalization, to gain better insight on the kind of
quantum states we are dealing with.
A. Extended Hamiltonian
The generalized Hamiltonian H Eq.(10) is derived in [20]
by retaining linked contributions of the ν-ν¯ type, in the
evolution equation of the two-body correlation function.
An alternative procedure to obtain H is given here, for
the particular case when one considers that the expecta-
tion values are performed on the ground state |φ〉 of the
system including ν-ν¯ pairing correlations. Let us start
from the Hamiltonian Eq.(1), written in second quanti-
zation, describing our system of neutrinos and antineu-
trinos interacting with a matter, a ν and a ν¯ background:
Hf =
∑
k,k′
[
ǫk,k′a
†
kak′ + ǫ¯k,k′b
†
kbk′
]
+
1
2
∑
mnij
vmn,ija
†
ma
†
najai
+
1
2
∑
mnij
vmn,ijb
†
mb
†
nbjbi +
1
2
∑
mnij
vmn,ija
†
mb
†
nbjai
(53)
where the first two-body term corresponds to neutrino-
electron and neutrino-neutrino scattering, the second to
antineutrino-antineutrino scattering and the third inter-
action term corresponds to anti-neutrino electron and
ν − ν¯ scattering. Therefore the interaction terms involv-
ing ν or ν¯ run over all flavors.
By applying the Wick theorem, the Hamiltonian can be
developed with respect to the ground state |φ〉 of the sys-
tem including ν-ν¯ pairing correlations to obtain a mean
field approximation. For the one-body term in (53) one
obtains13
a†kak′ = 〈φ|a†kak′ |φ〉+ : a†kak′ := ρkk′+ : a†kak′ :
b†kbk′ = 〈φ|b†kbk′ |φ〉+ : b†kbk′ := ρ¯kk′+ : b†kbk′ : (54)
with :: referring here to normal ordering; while the two-
body interaction terms give:
b†mb
†
nbjbi = ρ¯imρ¯jn − ρ¯jmρ¯in + ρ¯jn : b†mbi :
+ ρ¯im : b
†
nbj : −ρ¯jm : b†nbi : −ρ¯in : b†mbj :
+ : b†mb
†
nbjbi : (55)
and
a†mb
†
nbjai = ρimρ¯jn + κ
∗
nmκij + ρim : b
†
nbj :
+ ρ¯jn : a
†
mai : +κ
∗
nm : b
†
jai : +κij : a
†
mbn :
(56)
A similar expression as Eq.(55) can be written for the
two-body interaction term a†ma
†
najai in Eq.(53). Note
that in Eqs.(55-56) the terms of the type 〈φ|akak′ |φ〉
and 〈φ|bkbk′ |φ〉 (and their hermitian conjugates) have not
been retained since such contributions are not included
in our extended Hamiltonian (see Eq.(6) and Ref.[20])
Putting Eqs.(54-56) together and neglecting the contri-
butions from the normal order products of four operators
one gets the mean-field contribution from the Hamilto-
nian (53) :
Hf = Hgs +HMF (57)
The first termHgs = 〈φ|Hf |φ〉 corresponds to the ground
state energy :
Hgs = tr(ǫρ+ ǫ¯ρ¯) +
1
2
tr(Γνρ+ Γν¯ ρ¯+ Γνν¯ ρ¯) +
1
2
tr(∆κ∗)
(58)
where tr indicates that we are tracing over single-particle
states , Γν is the mean field Eq.(37) acting on neutrinos
Γν = Γνe+Γνν that receives contributions from the elec-
tron and neutrino backgrounds, Γν¯ = Γν¯e+Γν¯ν¯ is the one
acting on anti-neutrinos due to the electron and the an-
tineutrino backgrounds, while Γνν¯ is the mean field due
13 Note that the expectation values 〈φ|a†
k
ak′ |φ〉 and 〈φ|b
†
k
bk′ |φ〉 are
not zero. This is because |φ〉 is not the vacuum with respect to
the particle operators a and b. If |φ〉 is the corresponding vacuum
then a†
k
ak′ =: a
†
k
ak′ : and b
†
k
bk′ =: b
†
k
bk′ : hold.
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to antineutrinos and acting on neutrinos. The second
term in (57) is the mean field HMF =
∑
kk′ [HMF ]kk′
where each term can be cast a matrix form:
[HMF ]kk′ = : (a
† b)k
( h′ ∆
∆† −h¯′∗
)
kk′
( a
b†
)
k′
: (59)
The neutrino and antineutrino mean fields h = ǫ+Γνν +
(Γνe + Γνν¯)/214 and h¯ = ǫ¯ + Γν¯ν¯ + (Γν¯e + Γν¯ν)/2, are
now defined as h′ = h − λ and h¯′ = h¯∗ − λ¯ with λ and
λ¯ Lagrange multipliers. These are added to implement
the condition that the expectation value of the number
operator over the state |φ〉 is conserved on average. From
Eq.(59) one can see that this procedure leads to an ex-
tended Hamiltonian consistent with H Eq.(10).
B. Generalized Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation
The extended neutrino Hamiltonian (59) can be put in
a diagonal form by performing a generalized Bogoliubov
transformation from the particle to the quasi-particle op-
erators of the following kind :
( αk
α†
k¯
)
= X †
( ak
b†
k¯
)
(60)
with the unitary matrix X defined as:
X † =
(
Z† W †
V T UT
)
(61)
In component form, the transformation (60) reads :{
α†k =
∑
l Zlka
†
l +Wlkbl¯
αk¯ =
∑
l V
∗
lka
†
l + U
∗
lkbl¯
(62)
and {
αk′ =
∑
l′ Z
∗
l′k′al′ +W
∗
l′k′b
†
l¯′
α†
k¯′
=
∑
l′ Vl′k′al′ + Ul′k′b
†
l¯′
(63)
The generalized Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation com-
prises two sets of quasi-particle operators, namely αk, α
†
k
and αk¯, α
†
k¯
, with the indices running over the k-particle
14 Note that the contributions of the type Γνν and Γν¯ν¯ are divided
by a factor of 2 if the neutrinos or antineutrinos do not refer to
equal particles.
and k¯-antiparticle quantum states, respectively. One sees
that Eqs.(62-63) are linear combinations of the particle
and of the antiparticle operators, thus combining a neu-
trino single-particle state with its CP -conjugate. Ref.[19]
has shown that the Hamiltonian describing a system of
self-interacting neutrinos and antineutrinos is equivalent
to the reduced BCS Hamitonian. The authors have in-
troduced Bogoliubov transformations for neutrinos (or
antineutrinos) combining operators associated with dif-
ferent flavor (or mass) states.
The U, V,W,Z matrices in Eqs.(60) and (62-63) are
constrained by requiring that the quasi-particle operators
satisfy the same anti-commutation rules than the particle
and antiparticle operators. Thus they have to satisfy the
following relations:
ZZ† + V ∗V T = 1
WW † + U∗UT = 1
Z†Z +W †W = 1
V †V + U †U = 1
ZW † + V ∗UT = 0
V TZ + UTW = 0
(64)
that are ensured by the unitarity of the X † transforma-
tion Eq.(60).
A special case for the transformations (62-63) is rep-
resented by the special Bogoliubov-Valatin transforma-
tions: {
αk¯ = v
∗
ka
†
k + u
∗
kbk¯
α†k = zka
†
k + wkbk¯
(65)
and the corresponding relations for the hermitian con-
jugate operators. Relations (64) imply that the uk, vk
, wk, zk coefficients have to satisfy the following rela-
tions: |u|2k + |v|2k = 1, |w|
′2
k + |z|
′2
k = 1, |u|2k + |w|2k = 1,
|z|2k+ |v|2k = 1 and vkzk+wkuk = 0, zkw∗k+v∗kuk = 0. In
the limit of vanishing abnormal mean field, since uk → 1,
vk → 0 and wk → 1, zk → 0, the quasi-particle operators
α†
k¯
and αk¯ tend to the antineutrino operators b
†
k¯
and bk¯;
while the quasi-particle operators α†k and αk tend to the
neutrino operators a†k and a
†
k. In this case, the extended
Hamiltonian reduces to the usual mean field.
C. Quasi-particle eigenenergies
Using Eqs.(62-63), it is straightforward to show that
HMF,qp = X †HMFX , so that Eq.(59) becomes
Hfqp = Hgs +
∑
k,k¯
(ǫkα
†
kαk + ǫ¯k¯α
†
k¯
αk¯) (66)
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with ǫk, ǫ¯k the quasi-particle eigenenergies which can be
determined through(
Z† W †
V T UT
)( h′ ∆
∆† −h¯′∗
)(
Z V ∗
W U∗
)
=
(
ǫ 0
0 −ǫ¯∗
)
(67)
giving the following eigenvalue equations:( h′ ∆
∆† −h¯′∗
)(
Z
W
)
=
(
Z
W
)
ǫ (68)
and ( h′ ∆
∆† −h¯′∗
)(
V ∗
U∗
)
= −
(
V ∗
U∗
)
ǫ¯∗ (69)
The solution of such equations allows to determine the
quasi-particle energy eigenvalues ǫ and ǫ¯, as well as the
U, V, Z and W of the transformations Eqs.(62-63). One
can then express the normal and abnormal densities as a
function of the quasi-particle operators, according to the
following relations:
ρll′ = 〈a†l′al〉 =
∑
kk′ Vl′k′V
∗
lk(1 − f¯kk′) + Z∗l′k′Zlkfkk′
ρ¯ll′ = 〈b†l′bl〉 =
∑
kk′ Ul′k′U
∗
lkf¯kk′ +W
∗
lkWl′k′(1− fkk′ )
κll′ = 〈bl′al〉 =
∑
kk′ V
∗
l′k′Ulk(1− f¯k′k) +W ∗l′k′Zlkfkk′
(70)
and similarly for κ∗ll′ , with f¯kk′ = 〈α†k¯′αk¯〉 and fkk′ =
〈α†k′αk〉. The stationary independent quasi-particle state
that corresponds to the ground state of the Hamiltonian
(66) is the vacuum of the quasi-particle operators defined
by αk|Φ〉 = 0 and αk¯|Φ〉 = 0. In this case relations (70)
reduce to :
ρll′ = (V
∗V T )ll′
ρ¯ll′ = (U
∗V T )ll′
κll′ = (V
∗UT )ll′
(71)
V. THE LINEARIZATION OF THE EXTENDED
EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
We now apply our procedure to linearize the extended
neutrino evolution equations (6-10) assuming that at ini-
tial time the system is approximately described by a ”sta-
tionary” solution which satisfies
[H0,R0] = 0, (72)
with
H0 =
(
h0 ∆0
∆0† −h¯0∗
)
(73)
and
R0 =
(
ρ0 κ0
κ0† 1− ρ¯0∗
)
. (74)
Eq.(72) is equivalent to Eq.(19) in presence of νν¯ pair-
ing. Following Eq.(21), we then consider small amplitude
variations around such a solution, that are given by
δR = R0 + δR′ (75)
The quantity
δR′ =
(
δρ δκ
δκ† −δρ¯∗
)
. (76)
involves the small amplitude variations of both the nor-
mal and the abnormal density
δρ(t) = ρ′e−iωt + ρ′†eiω
∗t
δρ¯(t) = ρ¯′e−iωt + ρ¯′†eiω
∗t
δκ(t) = κ+e
−iωt + κ−e
iωt.
δκ∗(t) = κ∗−e
−iω∗t + κ∗+e
iω∗t.
(77)
where independent amplitudes κ+ and κ− for positive
and negative frequencies have been considered. Note the
abnormal density Eq.(8) is not hermitian. One can de-
velop the extended Hamiltonian H (10) around H0
H(R) = H0 + δH
δR
∣∣∣
R0
δR+ . . . (78)
which implies considering the derivatives of h and h¯ with
respect to δρ¯ and δρ Eqs.(23), as in Eq.(22), as well as
the variations of the abnormal fields with respect to the
abnormal densities
δ∆ =
δ∆
δκ
∣∣∣
κ0
δκ (79)
δ∆∗ =
δ∆∗
δκ∗
∣∣∣
κ0∗
δκ∗. (80)
By implementing δR Eq.(75) and Eq.(78) on the l.h.s.
and r.h.s. of Eq.(6), one gets
iδR˙′ = [H0,R0] + [δH
δR
∣∣∣
R0
δR,R0] (81)
+ [H0, δR′] + [δH
δR
∣∣∣
R0
δR, δR′]
(82)
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By virtue of Eq.(72) and retaining only the lowest order
terms one obtains
iδR˙′ = [δH
δR
∣∣∣
R0
δR,R0] + [H0, δR′] (83)
Implementing H0 Eq.(73), R0 Eq.(74), Eqs.(30-31)
and (79-80) for the derivatives of the normal and pairing
mean fields, the eigenvalue equations for the component
form Eqs.(18) are obtained for the extended neutrino evo-
lution equations. These read
ωρ′1,ij =
∑
m
∑
pq
{(h01,imδp1mδq1j − h01,mjδp1iδq1m (84)
+ v(iq1,mp1)ρ
0
1,mj − v(mq1,jp1)ρ01,im)ρ′1,p1q1
+ (v(iq2,mp2)ρ
0
1,mj − v(mq2,jp2)ρ01,im)ρ′2,p2q2
+ (∆0imδp1jδq2m − κ0imv∗(jm,p1q2))κ∗−,p1,q2
+ (v(im,p1q2)κ
0∗
jm −∆0∗jmδp1iδq2m)κ+,p1q2}
ωρ′2,kl =
∑
m
∑
pq
{(h02,kmδp2mδq2l − h02,mlδp2kδq2m (85)
+ v(kq2,mp2)ρ
0
2,ml − v(mq2,lp2)ρ02,km)ρ′2,p2q2
+ (v(kq1,mp1)ρ
0
2,ml − v(mq1,lp1)ρ02,km)ρ′1,p1q1
+ (∆0mkδp1mδq2l − κ0mkv∗(ml,p1q2))κ∗−,p1,q2
+ (v(mk,p1q2)κ
0∗
ml −∆0∗mlδp1mδq2k)κ+,p1q2}
ωκ+,ik =
∑
m
∑
pq
{(h02,1mδp1mδq2k + h02,kmδp1iδq2m (86)
− v(mk,p1q2)ρ01,im − v(im,lp1q2)ρ02,km)κ+,p1q2
+ (v(iq1,mp1)κ
0
mk + v(kq1,mp1)κ
0
im
−∆0mkδp1iδq1m)ρ′1,p1q1 + (v(iq2,mp2)κ0∗mk
+ v(kq2,mp2)κ
0
im −∆0imδp2kδq2m)ρ′2,p2q2}
ωκ+,ik =
∑
m
∑
pq
{(h02,1mδp1mδq2k + h02,kmδp1iδq2m (87)
− v(mk,p1q2)ρ01,im − v(im,lp1q2)ρ02,km)κ+,p1q2
+ (v(iq1,mp1)κ
0
mk + v(kq1,mp1)κ
0
im
−∆0mkδp1iδq1m)ρ′1,p1q1 + (v(iq2,mp2)κ0∗mk
+ v(kq2,mp2)κ
0
im −∆0imδp2kδq2m)ρ′2,p2q2}
where the dependence of the labels on particle 1 and par-
ticle 2 has been made explicit and indicates here neutri-
nos (for particle 1) and antineutrinos (for particle 2). In
general, in the particle basis employed here, both the
static and the variations of densities and mean fields can
have nonzero diagonal and off-diagonal elements. If one
considers the generalized Bogoliubov-Valatin transforma-
tion Eq.(60) from the particle to the quasi-particle basis,
both the generalized Hamiltonian and density are diago-
nal in such a basis as showed in section V. The condition
given by Eq.(72) is therefore automatically satisfied, if
the system finds itself in a quasi-particle eigenstate at
initial time. One can perform a linearization of the ex-
tended neutrino equations of motion in the quasiparticle
basis, in the same way as in the particle basis. However,
in this case, the normal and abnormal density variations
Eqs.(77) will only involve nonzero off-diagonal compo-
nents, as it has been the case in Section III.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present work we have investigated formal as-
pects of the extended mean field equations describing
the evolution of neutrinos and antineutrinos traversing
a medium. The equations are extended because they
include neutrino-antineutrino pairing correlations and a
pairing mean field besides the contributions due to neu-
trino interactions with matter and neutrinos that are
usually included. Two aspects have been investigated :
the static solution of the extended Hamiltonian describ-
ing our neutrino system and the linearized version of the
equations of motion around such a static solution.
The study of the static solution of the extended Hamil-
tonian has shown that our system of interacting neutrinos
with νν¯ pairing correlations can be described as a sys-
tem of independent quasi-particles. The latter have the
specificity of being a mixture of neutrinos and antineutri-
nos, with the constrain that the particle and antiparticle
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have opposite momentum. Such a requirement on the
momenta comes from assuming the system to be homo-
geneous, as pointed out in our previous work [20] where
the extended equations are derived. Bogoliubov-Valatin
transformations typically involve a combination a parti-
cle operator and its T -conjugate operator (see e.g. [29]),
where T - stands for time reversal. In the language of
many-body microscopic approaches, such a transforma-
tion mixes a particle with a hole state. In the present
work the generalized Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation
necessary to diagonalize our extended Hamiltonian are of
different kind and consists of a combination of a particle
operator with the one corresponding to its CP -conjugate
particle. In some respects, the system we have been
investigating has similarities with the pairing between
protons and neutrons in atomic nuclei (see e.g. [45]).
We have demonstrated that with generalized Bogoliubov-
Valatin transformation our Hamiltonian becomes diago-
nal and have given the equations to determine the en-
ergy eigenvalues of the quasi-particle eigenstates. In the
many-body language these are usually referred to as the
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov equations.
We have obtained a linearized version of the neutrino
evolution equations with a procedure known in the study
of many-body systems. In our case, neutrinos and an-
tineutrino density matrix variations around the static
solution play the role of the RPA forward and back-
ward amplitudes. The eigenvalue equations and the cor-
responding stability matrix involve neutrino and antineu-
trino interaction matrix elements, instead of the particle-
hole particle-hole ones usually present in the RPA ap-
proach. In the study of atomic nuclei the solution of small
amplitude eigenvalue equations determines for example
the excitation energies of giant resonances. Therefore
one typically requires the stability matrix to be positive
definite. On the other hand the occurrence of instabili-
ties, when correlations become too large, is well known in
the study of neutrino-less double beta-decay [44]. Their
appearance signals the breakdown of the small amplitude
approximation inherent to the method. We have stressed
the generality of the linearized equations derived in the
mean-field case that can be used for an arbitrary number
of neutrino families. We emphasize that our equations re-
tain all contributions of the neutrino Hamiltonian which
is an important aspect if one wants to identify the precise
location of instabilities in flavor space. This is for exam-
ple relevant if one wants to apply the linearized equations
in nucleosynthesis studies, where it has been shown that
the exact location of flavor changes can determine com-
pletely different nucleosynthetic outcomes [46].
A linearized version of the neutrino evolution equa-
tions with νν¯ correlations has been derived. While the
results we have furnished are in the particle basis, one
could also derive eigenvalue equations in the small am-
plitude approximation directly in the quasi-particle basis.
This would have the advantage that only the off-diagonal
matrix elements for the normal and abnormal densities
would have nonzero contributions. As we have been dis-
cussing, in some cases, an alternative way of searching for
small amplitude stable or unstable modes, is through the
stability matrix that can be derived by developing the
energy density around a stationary solution. In partic-
ular, if the generalized density matrix R is idempotent,
density matrix variations around the ground state will
keep being quasi-particle states. Therefore the stability
matrix can be constructed directly from such variations
[29]. Note that in the neutrino case we have been consid-
ering here, the abnormal density considered is not skew
symmetric and the R is in general not idempotent, while
in some cases κ and ρ might satisfy the necessary rela-
tions15 to have R2 = R.
The methods and the equations presented in this
manuscript can be of practical use in realistic studies of
neutrino flavor conversion in media, in particular core-
collapse supernovae or in accretion-disks black hole sce-
narios. They can help identifying collective neutrino
modes as well as the presence of spurious modes that
come in as an artefact of the approximations made, as
in the study of atomic nuclei, because of the breaking of
symmetries. The ensemble of the results presented in this
manuscript further uncover connections between formal
aspects of the neutrino propagation in astrophysical en-
vironments and of many-body systems like atomic nuclei,
clusters and condensed matter.
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